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Simulation of plasma fluxes to material surfaces with
self-consistent edge turbulence and transport for tokamaks
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Abstract

The edge-plasma profiles and fluxes to the divertor and walls of a tokamak with a magnetic X-point are simulated by

coupling a 2D transport code (UEDGE) and a 3D turbulence code (BOUT). A relaxed iterative coupling scheme is used

where each code is run on its characteristic time scale, resulting in a statistical steady state. Plasma variables of density,

parallel velocity, and separate ion and electron temperatures are included, together with a fluid neutral model for recy-

cling neutrals at material surfaces. Results for the DIII-D tokamak parameters show that the turbulence is preferen-

tially excited in the outer radial region of the edge where magnetic curvature is destabilizing, yielding substantial

plasma particle flux to the main chamber walls. The coupled transport/turbulence simulation technique provides a strat-

egy to achieve physics-based predictions for future device performance.
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1. Introduction

The distribution of plasma fluxes to material surfaces

is a key issue for fusion devices because it identifies peak

heat loads, and determines hydrogenic and impurity

particle sources from recycling and sputtering. The wall

fluxes can erode the material, setting its lifetime, and re-

lease potentially undesirable impurities into the plasma

discharge. The typical modeling approach for tokamaks

has been to simulate the scrape-off layer (SOL) plasma

with 2D transport codes that assume enhanced turbu-

lence-induced transport across the magnetic field, B, to

fit experimental profiles. Plasma turbulence simulations
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for fixed profiles, e.g., Ref. [1], show that turbulent

fluxes of the required magnitude arise from instabilities

driven by radial plasma gradients. However, because

the profiles and turbulence are strongly coupled, predict-

ing plasma fluxes in future devices such as ITER re-

quires coupling of simulations for turbulence and

profile evolution. The approach reported here is cou-

pling the BOUT 3D turbulence code [1] with the

UEDGE 2D transport code [2]. Initial coupling of only

the plasma density variable for fixed temperature pro-

files is presented in [3]. A simpler 2D slab model of

SOL turbulence driven by magnetic curvature described

in Ref. [4] also includes evolution of the density profile

for constant electron temperature. For the present

paper, the coupling is extended to the electron and ion

temperatures and the parallel velocity in toroidal toka-

mak geometry. Neutrals are treated self-consistently

via a flux-limited fluid model with parallel inertia.
ed.
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Fig. 1. Poloidal/radial simulation domain and mesh (64 · 50)

for BOUT/UEDGE coupled simulation of DIII-D discharge

107404.
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One feature of our simulations is a strong outward

convection of the plasma in the far scrape-off layer. Such

behavior has been observed or inferred by various diag-

nostics, such as Langmuir probes, Gas-Puff imaging,

and imaging of background Ha light ([5,6] and refer-

ences therein). Analysis of polarization of plasma den-

sity �blobs� from opposite ion and electron $B drifts,

and the resulting E · B drift, provides a simple explana-

tion of the rapid outward motion [7]. However, under-

standing the growth and saturation of �blobs,� as well

as more complex dynamics, requires full turbulence sim-

ulations, e.g., Refs. [1,4]. The impact of large SOL edge-

plasma transport has been analyzed previously by the

empirical approach of fitting transport coefficients to

those deduced from experimental data [8–10].

The approach taken here is to determine the trans-

port by coupling with a 3D turbulence simulation that

includes both closed and open B-field line regions near

the magnetic separatrix. The combined model thus in-

cludes the generation of the �blobs� from plasma turbu-

lence, and the cross-B-field transport and particle

recycling. Because the characteristic time scales of the

turbulence is short and the profile evolution time scale

can be long (owing to recycling), an efficient iterative

scheme [11] is used that relaxes the turbulent fluxes

passed from BOUT to UEDGE and the profiles from

UEDGE to BOUT over many coupling steps. Each code

is run on its own characteristic time scale, yielding a sta-

tistically averaged steady state. Since the turbulent fluxes

are coupled directly to UEDGE with no assumption of

small-amplitude diffusive transport, the effects of con-

vective transport events are included.

The paper presents the models and coupling proce-

dure in Section 2, gives results applied to DIII-D in Sec-

tion 3, and provides a discussion and summary in

Section 4.
2. Transport and turbulence models and coupling

The model for the edge plasma is taken from the

strongly magnetized fluid equations of Braginskii [12]

with some reductions as described in Refs. [1,2]. The

2D UEDGE and 3D BOUT codes use the common

poloidal/radial mesh shown in Fig. 1 based on magnetic

flux surfaces. The turbulence code includes a segment of

the toroidal dimension. UEDGE evolves the primary

toroidally averaged variables denoted by uppercase let-

ters; namely, plasma and neutral densities (Ni,n), parallel

ion and velocities (Vki,n), and electron and ion tempera-

tures (Te,i). The electrostatic potential (U) comes from

the inertialess parallel electron momentum equation.

BOUT evolves fluctuating quantities with zero toroi-

dal average, which are denoted as lower-case variables.

For the electrostatic limit used here, there are six fluctu-

ating field quantities: ni, vki, vke, /, te, and ti, where elec-
tron momentum and vorticity equations are included.

The turbulence has various drive mechanisms, including

the destabilizing combination of magnetic curvature and

radial plasma gradients on the outside of the torus, and

the negative sheath resistance of the divertor plate

sheath [1]. It is assumed that neutrals do not have a

direct impact on the plasma turbulence, but can have

an indirect effect via profile changes. For now, we sup-

press the turbulence in the private flux region. Charac-

teristics of the edge turbulence are discussed in a

separate paper at this conference [13].

The transport equations are of the form of a convec-

tion–diffusion system

oWk

ot
þr � ðVkWk � DkrWkÞ ¼ Sk; ð1Þ

where Wk denote different plasma and neutral variables

given above. The source/sink represent processes like

ionization, recombination, energy loss, and also pressure

work terms for the energy equations [2]. Standard edge-

plasma boundary conditions are applied, where we fix

the plasma variables at the core boundary. Specified par-

ticle recycling occurs at the divertor plates and outer
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wall, where energy transmission coefficients provide

temperature boundary conditions.

The coupling follows the procedure in Ref. [3] using

toroidal and temporal averages of the BOUT radial

fluxes, Crk = hwkvri. Here the turbulent radial velocity

is determined by the fluctuating E · B velocity,

vr = � $2//B, where $2 denotes the derivative in the

direction normal to both B and the normal to the mag-

netic flux surface (radial). These fluxes are then used to

define Vrk and Drk within UEDGE to yield a consistent

flux, i.e.

Crk ¼ V rkWk � DrkrrWk: ð2Þ

This separation into convective and diffusive compo-

nents avoids negative Drk and improves numerical sta-

bility. For the energy equations, the �source terms� also
involve nonlinear averages of turbulent quantities [e.g.,

vrd(niti)/dr]. The fluxes in the parallel direction (along

B) are taken as classical [12] with flux limits.

The coupling between the transport and turbulence is

accomplished through an iterative scheme of the type

described in Refs. [3,11]. The total plasma variable

(=Wk + wk) is the sum of the slowly evolving, toroidally

averaged density and the faster fluctuation density. For

the slow transport density, we solve

oWm
k

ot
þr � ðVm

kiW
m
k þ Cm�1

rk Þ ¼ Sm
k ; ð3Þ

where m is the iteration index, and the flux Cm�1
rk comes

from an average of previous turbulence iterations [3].

Likewise, the profiles used for the turbulence simula-

tions are averaged over previous transport iterations.

Here, we couple plasma fluxes from BOUT for the

density, and electron and ion temperatures, i.e., a parti-

cle flux and energy fluxes, thus extending the results

given in Ref. [3]. In addition, we include the convection

of the parallel momentum density (miVkhnivri) due to the

particle flux. We compute, but do not yet couple, the

momentum flux mihvkivri. Likewise, some energy equa-

tion pressure terms are yet to be coupled.
Fig. 2. Effective convective velocities at the outer midplane for

density and temperatures from BOUT after seven iterations.
3. Resulting plasma/neutrals profiles and wall fluxes

A coupled simulation is performed for DIII-D dis-

charge 107404 as shown in Fig. 1. The core boundary ion

density and temperatures are fixed to Ni = 2.5 · 1019m�3

and Te = Ti = 200eV. The plate recycling coefficient is

0.95 and that at the walls is 0.90 to model some pump-

ing. Temperature boundary conditions at the plates and

walls give electron (ion) energy flux of 4Te (2.5Ti) times

the particle flux.

The simulation is initiated from a plasma density

profile generated in Ref. [3] for fixed temperature pro-

files to obtain fluxes from BOUT, where in addition to

the poloidal/radial mesh of 64 · 50 shown in Fig. 1, 64
points are used for toroidal segment 1/30 of the total cir-

cumference. These fluxes are used to determine Vrk and

Drk from Eq. (2) in such a way that convection and dif-

fusion contribute equally to the flux. The exception to

the 50/50 split is that the minimum diffusion coefficient

is set to 0.5m2/s for Ni (and 0.25m2/s for Te,i), and the

Vrk are then adjusted to give the correct total flux. These

transport coefficients are used in UEDGE to calculate

new plasma profiles. For each successive iteration be-

tween UEDGE and BOUT, 50% of the new flux and

profiles is used for updating.

The convective component of midplane plasma

fluxes after seven iterations is shown in Fig. 2. Here
�V rn ¼ 0:5hnivri=N i (with 50% of Crn represented by

Drn) and similarly for Te,i. There is a strongly increasing

transport outside the separatrix for Ni that is qualita-

tively consistent with the notion of �blob� propagation
[7]. The small negative convection in some regions is

typically the result of compensating for the minimum

diffusion used. The convergence of the iteration proce-

dure beyond iteration 7 is interrupted by the growth

of large te fluctuations near the wall where te/Te begins

to exceed �1, a nonphysical limit, requiring improve-

ments to the turbulence simulation. This problem ap-

plies to the far SOL region where the transport is

already large, so the large outward transport there is un-

likely to change.

The profiles of densities and temperatures at the

outer midplane for iteration 7 are shown in Fig. 3. We

also compare with a base-case that uses customary con-

stant diffusion coefficients of 0.33m2/s for density, and

larger values for parallel momentum (0.5m2/s) and

plasma temperatures (1.0), resulting in about 1MW

power input from the core. The differences with strong

convection are not so large, except for naturally longer

scale lengths in the outer SOL, the Te core profile, and

the much larger neutral density.

Turning to the outer divertor plate, the profiles of

particle and heat fluxes are compared in Fig. 4. Here

the result with coupling to the turbulence code shows

the impact of strong outward convection in the SOL

by broadening both the particle and heat fluxes. The
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Fig. 3. Outer midplane profiles of (a) ion and neutral densities,

and (b) temperatures at from UEDGE after seven iterations.

The long-dash lines show results for Ni and Te with constant

diffusion.

Fig. 4. Outer divertor plate profiles of (a) ion particle flux, and

(b) heat flux comparing results with seven iterative BOUT/

UEDGE couplings and the initial case with constant diffusion

coefficients.

Fig. 5. Outer wall profiles of (a) ion particle flux and (b) heat

flux comparing results after seven iterative BOUT/UEDGE

couplings with results using constant diffusion coefficients. In

(c), ion and neutral wall densities are shown corresponding to

the seventh iterative coupling.
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broadness of the profiles, especially near the separatrix,

may be significantly affected by E · B shear stabilization

of the turbulence not included in the simulations.

The impact of the self-consistent transport is seen

most dramatically on the fluxes to the outer wall as

shown in Fig. 5(a) and (b). There is both much larger

wall flux for the coupled case, and the fluxes are focused

on the outboard region of the SOL, between the upper

X-point and the lower X-point (Fig. 1); such �ballooning�
character for the turbulence is expected from the unfa-
vorable magnetic curvature on the outside of the torus

[1]. While the upper X-point is not included in the sim-

ulation domain, its impact is felt through a minimum in

the poloidal magnetic field, Bp, in this region. The peak

of fluxes near the upper X-point is partially caused by

the gradient of the turbulence scaling as $2 � 1/Bp, such

that vr = � $2//B can become large there. In terms of

global particle and power heat fluxes, the case consid-

ered shows that the wall particle and power fluxes are

about 40% of those to the divertor plates; these ratios

are similar because of the fortuitously similar wall and

plate temperatures. The ion and neutral densities along

the outer wall after the seventh iteration are shown in

Fig. 5(c). The neutral density is a direct consequence

of recycling from the large ion flux. Over the main cham-

ber region on the outside of the torus, the neutral density

is �102 times that for the constant diffusion case. The

peaks near each end are associated with divertor plate

recycling.
4. Summary

A method for obtaining a self-consistent model of

edge-plasma turbulence and profiles is described. The

algorithm couples 2D transport and 3D turbulence
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simulations where each code is run on its own character-

istic time scale. During each cycle of the iterative proce-

dure, the toroidally averaged plasma profiles are evolved

to steady state including particle recycling. A fraction of

these profiles is used to update the profiles driving fluc-

tuations in the 3D turbulence code. Likewise, a frac-

tional update of the turbulent fluxes is provided to the

transport code from the turbulence simulation.

The procedure is illustrated with a simulation for a

DIII-D single-null configuration, and compared with a

simple case having constant cross-field diffusion. The

self-generated turbulence leads to strong radial trans-

port in the far SOL, as inferred from some experimental

diagnostics. About 40% of the particle and power flux go

to the main chamber wall for the case simulated. While

the coupling strategy appears to remain stable, the ulti-

mate iterative convergence of this case is restricted by far

SOL fluctuations eventually yielding negative Te, requir-

ing improvements to the turbulence simulation. A com-

plementary procedure is to evolve the profiles on each

turbulence time step [14]. While costly for times relevant

to recycling-induced profile modifications, this method

more accurately describes the influence of large, short-

time profile adjustments to the turbulence.

Neutrals arising from recycling of the substantial ion

flux to the chamber walls shown in Fig. 5 do have an

influence on the plasma profiles and thus indirectly on

plasma turbulence. Because the ionization rate is typi-

cally small compared to the turbulence growth rate,

the neutrals are not included directly in the turbulence

equations. An important issue for reactors is the

charge-exchange sputtering caused by neutrals penetrat-

ing to higher Ti regions of the edge. The possible impact

of these charge-exchange neutrals has been estimated for

an ARIES-RS configuration in Ref. [10] with the conclu-

sion that wall erosion rates could be much larger than

previous estimates.
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